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Introduction

Limited vegetation in riparian margins along navigable canals

Obviously when ‘hard’ bank stabilisations are present



Introduction

But, also without ‘hard’ bank stabilisations



Introduction

- unsuitable conditions for marginal riparian vegetation

- difficult establishment of vegetation 

- physical damage of vegetation

- uprooting of vegetation

narrow canal and 

steep bank slopes 

waves and currents 

induced by vessel 

traffic

constant water 

level



Introduction

Ecologically friendly bank stabilisations

One type: shallow water zones



Case study

Constructed canal branch: 1995-1998

700m at the northern bank; 300m at the southern bank



Case study

1 m wide openings in defence dam: every 150 m

depth: 50 cm

width: 4 m 

45° 27°



Case study

Vegetation sampling

60 plots of 10x1m in middle, at canal bank and defence dam side 

2006, 2009, 2013, 2017

Braun-Blanquet

Water quality sampling

10 locations

last week of May

first week of July

first week of November

2013, 2014 en 2016 

canal

bank

side 

middle

defence

dam 

side 
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Discussion

Helophyte vegetation (herbaceous and willow shrubs)

• abundantly developed in the shallow water zone

• interstitial spaces available in hard construction material

• waves and currents inhibited by defence dam

Rooted aquatic vegetation

• poorly developed in the shallow water zone

• unfavourable abiotic conditions by presence of sediment layer

Different vegetation colonisation and succession in northern 
versus southern canal bank



Lower oxygen values

• limited water exchange between shallow water zone and
main channel

• organic loaded sediment layer

• decomposition, especially in summer

Discussion



Discussion
• water quality

• water exchange

• sedimentation

• currents & waves

in shallow zone

Design variables

• number, width and type of openings

• porous or hydrological impermeable

defence dam

• sediment trap (helophytes) 

near openings

Navigation variables

• number of vessel passages

• vessel type

• vessel speed

• distance to shallow water zone

Channel variables

• width and depth

• geometry

• bed-sediment composition

Limited experience

Additional studies and

monitoring desired



Conclusion

Shallow water zones can enhance
helophyte vegetation along navigable
canals

Be aware of adverse effects on 
habitat quality for rooted aquatic
vegetation and aquatic organisms by
sedimentation and lower oxygen
values
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